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1. The brooming technique gives a high production 
rate and could be used with mechanical equipment to 
place a small amount of material per unit of pavement 
area. A reasonable yield would be 273 m2 of very thin 
overlay per cubic meter of mortar (250 yd2 /yd9

). 

2. Adhesion has been excellent. The only delami
nation occurred over bituminous patches and broke away, 
but the layer is so thin that it breaks up without damage 
to traffic and without causing objectionable roughness. 

3. Skid resistance equal to or better than the origi
nal good skid resistance of the pavement was established. 

It is recommended that this technique be further 
evaluated on concrete pavement surfaces that have less 
than desirable skid resistance. Any application should, 
in our opinion, ensnre the following: 

1. Mortar should contain polish-resisting aggregate. 
2. Admixtures for adhesion, such as latex or acrylic 

emulsions, should be included in the mortar. 
3. Pavement surfaces should be reasonably free of 

oil and loose dirt. High-pressure application of water 
may be sufficient to remove road oil, or sand blasting 
may be required. 

4. Vigorous brooming is required to ensure adhe
sion. 

5. The thickness of the mortar should be kept to a 
minimum. It is recommended that mortar depth not 
exceed 0.4 cm (0.187 in). This is not intended to in
clude protruding aggregate particles. 

6. Early traffic applications should be at speeds 
that are either uniform or less than 66 km/h (40 miles/ 
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h) to reduce the problem of shear forces on the young 
overlay. 

The Indiana State Highway Commission is develop
ing plans for applying a very thin broomed overlay to 
a section of state highway in the summer of 1980. 
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Applicability of Radar Subsurface 
Profiling in Estimating 
Sidewalk Undermining 
G. G. Clemeiia and K. H. McGhee 

The results of an evaluation of the applicability of the geophysical tech
nique of radar subsurface profiling to estimating the extent of sidewalk 
undermining are reported. It was found that there is a distinct difference 
between the observed radar-echo patterns from a nonundermined side
walk and those from an undermined sidewalk. Tfierefore, it is feasible 
to determine from a radar scan the length of sidewalk that is under
mined. It is also feasible to determine the approximate depth of voids 
beneath an undermined sidewalk, although this may sometimes be 
difficult to achieve. 

Severe undermining of sidewalks as a result of the 
erodibility of certain soils is a widespread problem in 
Fairfax County, Virginia (1). As Figures 1 and 2 show, 
undermining removes the support from under the side
walks and results in faulting of the joints, thus creating 
hazards for pedestrians and peripheral problems in 
drainage and siltation. The maintenance costs associ
ated with the problem of undermining amount to several 
million dollars per year. Maintenance personnel 

believe that as much as $50 million would currently 
be needed to correct the sidewalk problems that exist 
throughout Fairfax County. 

Most major sidewalk maintenance is contracted, and 
it is desirable to require reliable estimates of materials 
and work quantities before the contract is drawn. How
ever, the nature of sidewalk undermining is such that 
only in the most extreme cases is it possible to accu
rately estimate repair quantities before beginning the 
work. The result is that quantities typically run over 
the limit provided for in the contract. Then, in order 
to complete the necessary work in a given area, a new 
contract must be let at additional administrative costs 
and often at prices less favorable than those in the 
original contract. 

Clearly, a reliable method of estimating the quan
tity of work required in the repair of an undermined 
sidewalk would be of great benefit to field engineers 
charged with the responsibility for maintaining side
walks. The research reported in this paper was per-
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Figure 1. Severe sidewalk undermining. 

Figure 2. Sidewalk distortion caused by undermining. 

formed in recognition of this problem. A quick survey 
was made of the geophysical techniques available, and it 
was found that the newly developed technique of short
pulse radar subsurface profiling could most likely be 
used to obtain a solution. Therefore, a study was 
undertaken to assess the applicability of this technique 
to estimating the extent of voids under concrete side
walks. 

PRINCIPLE OF RADAR SUBSURFACE 
PROFILING 

In radar subsurface profiling, a transducer unit trans
mits a radar pulse of fixed width at some constant time 
interval into the earth or other media to be tested. 
When the pulse strikes an interface between two sub
surface materials of differing electrical properties, 
some of the pulse energy is reflected; the remainder 
continues on through the interface into the second ma
terial until it strikes another interface, and so on. 
The reflected pulse energy E, from a given interface is 
related to the incident energy Eo by the following relation 
(2): 

(I) 

where P12 = the reflection coefficient at the interface 
between materials 1 and 2 and < i, < 2 = the relative di
electric constants for materials 1 and 2, respectively. 
(If material 2 has a relative dielectric constant greater 
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than that of material 1, then the reflection coefficient 
has a negative value. Thus, the reflected pulse will 
have polarity opposite to the transmitted pulse.) The 
reflected pulses, or echoes, are then received by the 
transducer, where replicas of the transmitted pulse, 
followed by the reflected pulses, are generated and sent 
to a control unit to be monitored on an oscilloscope and 
printed on a facsimile graphic recorder. 

After it is determined which radar echo corresponds 
to the reflection from which interface, the thickness Dm 
of a given layer of subsurface material m through which 
the pulses have passed can be estimated from the follow
ing relation ~): 

(2) 

where tm = elapsed time between the reflected pulses 
from the top and the bottom of the material and Vm = 
velocity of radar-pulse propagation through the material 
for normal incidence. Vm is related to <m, the relative 
dielectric constant of the material, by 

(3) 

where C is the velocity of radar-pulse propagation through 
air [1 ft/ns (0.3 m/ns)]. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Location of Sidewalks 

To determine whether radar subsurface profiling could 
be applied in estimating the extent of sidewalk under
mining, two sidewalks with apparent undermining were 
selected and surveyed. Both were located in subdivi
sions bordering Braddock Road in Fairfax County. One 
sidewalk was located along Ponderosa Drive and the 
other along Thames Street. The sidewalks ranged in 
length from 200 to 300 ft (67-100 m). 

Instrumentation 

The radar system used (see Figure 3) was manufactured 
by Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc., of Hudson, New 
Hampshire. The major components of the system in
cluded a model 4400 radar control unit, a model 101C 
transducer (900 MHz or 1.1 ns), a model EPC 2208 
graphic recorder, and a magnetic tape recorder. Power 
was supplied by a 12- V car battery through a model 02 
power distribution unit. Before the survey of the side
walks, the chart was calibrated by using a 10-ns cali
brator so that the elapsed time for any radar echo could 
be estimated from the echo pattern recorded on the 
chart. 

Survev Procedure 

Four simulated sidewalk underminings of different 
depths-4, 11, 26, and 36 in (100, 280, 660, and 910 mm), 
respectively-were p.repared by digging trenches about 
3 ft (0.9 m) wide and covering them with old concrete 
slabs previously removed from undermined sidewalks. 
Then the radar transducer was placed successively over 
each simulated undermined sidewalk, and the corres
ponding stationary radar-echo pattern was recorded. A 
similar radar measurement was also made by using a 
slab placed over solid ground with no void at all. 

Each of the two selected sidewalks was marked with 
curb ticks at 4-ft (1.2-m) intervals. Then the trans
ducer was placed at approximately midwidth of the side
walk, which was approximately 4 ft wide, and was pulled 
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Figure 3. Instrumentation for radar subsurface 
profiling: radar transducer at top and, at bottom, 
clockwise from lower left, (a) graphic recorder, 
(b) control unit, and (c) magnetic tape recorder. 

Figure 4. Physical measurement of undermining with a 
microtopographic profile gauge. 

by an operator along the length of the sidewalk at a pace 
of approximately 1 ft/s (0.3 m/s). As the transducer 
passed by a benchmark on the sidewalk, the operator 
activated a hand-held remote marker that provided an 
electrical signal for the graphic recorder to automatically 
mark the chart for locational purposes. Thus, the chart 
recorder provided a linear scan that, as later discussion 
will indicate, reflects variations in the extent of under
mining beneath the middle portion of the sidewalk. From 
the recorded profiles, numerous spots of varied under
mining on each sidewalk were selected for a more de
tailed lateral survey. This survey was performed by re
cording the radar-echo patterns as the radar transducer 
was placed and left stationary first on the left third, 
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then in the middle, and finally on the right third of each 
selected sidewalk spot. 

Physical Measurement of Unde rmining 

Shortly after the two sidewalks were surveyed by radar 
subsurface profiling, the slabs were carefully removed 
to permit the actual extent of undermining to be measured. 
This was done by using a photographic technique that in
corporates a microtopographic profile gauge (i). A 
slightly modified version of the gauge was constructed 
and used in this study. The device, shown in use in 
Figure 4, is a wooden frame 3 ft (0.9 m) high and 4 ft 
(1.2 m) wide (the standard sidewalk width) that holds 
nine 3-ft metal pins spaced 0.5 ft (0.15 m) apart. The 
pins are arranged so that they can freely move verti-
cally before a scale formed by horizontal lines spaced 
3 in (75 mm) apart on a black backboard. When the 
gauge is placed over the undermined sidewalk, the pins 
drop and rest at the bottom of the undermining, and a 
profile is graphed by the tops of the pins against the 
backboard. The undermining profile can then be photo
graphed. Profiles of the undermining beneath the two 
sidewalks were made at 4-ft intervals to provide a 
means by which the applicability of radar subsurface 
profiling could be evaluated. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Conelation of Void Depth and Radar
Echo Elapsed Time 

The radar-echo waveforms observed for the five simu
lated undermined sidewalks are shown in Figure 5 as 
they appeared on the oscilloscope of the control unit. 
One can simplify interpretation by having only the nega
tive peaks in each waveform printed on the facsimile 
chart recorder to obtain the echo patterns shown in 
Figure 6. The intensity of each band in the echo pat
terns corresponds directly to the amplitude of the peaks 
in the waveforms. 

At the top of Figure 5 and at the left of Figure 6 are 
the waveform and the echo pattern, respectively, for 
the composite radar echo detected by the radar trans
ducer where there was no void between the concrete 
slab and the sandy soil base. The waveform and echo 
pattern for the zero-void case are distinctly different 
from those for the cases that correspond to simulated 
undermining or voids of various extents in that the third 
and succeeding bands are relatively much weaker for 
the zero-void case. 

In order to understand each echo pattern, one can 
start with the left pattern and consider the simplistic 
case of an air-concrete- soil system in which there is 
no void under the concrete sidewalk slab, as shown in 
Figure 7. When a transmitted radar pulse strikes the 
air-concrete interface, part of the pulse energy, as 
determined by the reflection coefficient of this inter
face, is reflected (Rl ). The remainder penetrates 
into the concrete slab, eventually striking the concrete
soil interface, where part of it, too, is reflected, the 
amount depending on the reflection coefficient at this 
interface. The reflected pulse will travel back through 
the concrete until it strikes the concrete-air interface. 
Part of the pulse (R21) will penetrate and reach the 
radar transducer, while the remainder may reverberate 
within the concrete slab. After from one to four or 
more reverberations, this remaining pulse will even
tually penetrate the concrete-air interface as pulses 
R22, R23, R24, and so on. Since each succeeding re
flected pulse is weaker than the preceding one, as 
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Figure 5. Radar-echo waveforms observed for simulated 
sidewalks with different degrees of voids under the concrete 
slab. 
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Figure 7. Propagation of radar pulses in air-concrete-soil 
system. 
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Figure 6. Radar-echo patterns observed for different simulated sidewalk 
underminings (measured elapsed times in nanoseconds noted beside each 
band). 
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Figure 8. Propagation of radar pulses in air-concrete-air-soil system. 
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Figures 5 and 6 show, only a finite number of reflec
tions need to be considered for analysis. 

Therefore, the radar-echo pattern at the left of 
Figure 6 for the simulated sidewalk with no undermining 
is made up of contributions from reflected pulses Rl, 
R21, R22, ... , R25 at least, which are shown in Figure 
7. To confirm this, the relative energy and elapsed 
time of each echo were derived by applying Equations 
1-3 and obtaining the approximate mathematical expres
sions given below. In these expressions, t. = propaga
tion time for a pulse to travel through the concrete and 
back, and De = slab thickness (in) (1 in = 25.4 mm): 

Reflected Elapsed Time 
Pulse Relative Energy (ns) 

R1 P12 0 
R21 (1 - P12l P24 t 0 = D0 /2.45 
R22 ( 1 - P12J P21 P~4 2tc 
R23 (1 - P12) P~1 P~4 3t0 

R24 (1 - P12l Pj1 P~4 4t0 

R25 (1 - Pf2l P21 P~4 5t0 

Then the energy and time parameters were estimated 
by using the dielectric constants found in the literature, 
which are given below: 

Material 

Approximate 
Dielectric 
Constant 

Air 1 
Sand saturated with moisture 30 
Silt saturated with moisture 10 
Concrete 6 

Source 

Morey(~) 
Morey(~) 
Morey (;i) 
Moore and 

Echard (£) 

The following table gives the energy and time parameters 
along with the observed elapsed times for comparison 
[the estimated elapsed time for pulse R21 was based on 
a 4-in (10-cm) standard thickness of concrete sidewalk]: 
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Estimated Observed 
Reflected Relative Elapsed Elapsed 
Pulse Energy Time (ns) Time (ns) ---
R1 -4.2 x 10-1 D D 
R21 -3.1x10-2 1.6 1.6 
R22 +5.1x10-2 3.2 3.1 
R23 -8.1x10-3 4.8 4.7 
R24 +1.3 x 10-3 6.4 6.4 
R25 -2.D x 10-4 8.0 8.1 

The excellent agreement between the estimated and ob
served elapsed times is obvious. The agreement be
tween the estimated relative energy and the intensity 
of the corresponding band on the left echo pattern is less 
obvious because of the misleading periodic fluctuation 
in the intensities of echoes R21, R22, etc. However, 
this fluctuation is explained by the alternate changes in 
polarity and the resultant canceling effect of the esti
mated energy of the echoes, as the data given in the 
final table above indicate. 

The echo patterns observed for the different simu
lated sidewalk underminings can, similarly, be under
stood by comparing the air-concrete-air-soil system 
shown in Figure 8 with the air-concrete-soil system 
shown in Figure 7. Because of the presence of not 
only more but also different interfaces from which a 
transmitted pulse can be reflected, the air-concrete
air-soil system would yield more reflected pulses. 
This is evident in the echo patterns observed for the 
simulated sidewalks that have various degrees of under
mining: There are more bands in the patterns for these 
sidewalks than there are in the pattern for a simulated 
sidewalk that has no undermining (Figure 6). The for
mer patterns are more intense, too, because the 
concrete-air and air-soil interfaces generally have 
higher reflection coefficients than the concrete- soil 
interface in an air-concrete- soil system, which is 
equivalent to a sidewalk that is not undermined. This 
explains why the radar-echo pattern for a sidewalk that 
is not undermined is distinctly different from echo pat
terns for undermined sidewalks and, therefore, why 
(qualitatively) one can identify or locate undermined 
areas under sidewalks nondestructively. 

The various reflected pulses shown in Figure 8 give 
rise to the composite echo patterns shown in Figure 6 
for the different degrees of simulated undermining. 
Depending on their polarity and elapsed time, some of 
these reflected pulses will have either a canceling or an 
enhancing effect on each other, since the radar pulses 
used in this study have a pulse length of about 1.1 ns. 
For quantitative determinations of void depths under 
concrete sidewalks, the elapsed time that corresponds 
to reflected pulses R31, R32, or R41 (in order of de
creasing importance) could be used in the following 
generalized relation: 

where 

Dv 
t 

Nv, Ne 

void depth (in); 
elapsed time between reflected pulses 1 
and 31, 32, or 41 (ns ); and 

(4) 

number of round trips the above pulses 
made through the void or concrete, re
spectively (derived from Equations 1-3). 

Before this approach can be used, however, one of the 
reflected pulses in any given composite echo pattern of 
an unknown void depth has to be identified. It is ob
vious, from an examination of Figure 6, that developing 
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Table 1. Comparison of theoretical and Void Depth = 4 in Void Depth = 11 in Void Depth = 26 in Void Depth = 36 in 
observed echo patterns for simulated 
sidewalk void depths. Elapsed Time 

(ns) 

Pulse c 0 Pulse 

1 0 0 1 
21 1.4 1.4 21 
31 2 .1 22 
41 2.8 2.7 31 
22 2.9 23 
51 3.4 32 
32 3,5 41 
61 4.1 24 
42 4.2 4 .2 33 
23 4.3 42 
52 4.9 51 
33 5.0 25 
43 5.6 5.6 34 
24 5.7 43 
34 6.4 
25 7 .1 7 .0 
26 8,6 8.6 

Notes: 1 in = 2 ,54 cm 
C =calculated; 0 =observed. 

Figure 9. Comparison of some radar results with actual undermining 
profile. 
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a simple way to identify these pulses is extremely dif
ficult, if not impossible. Therefore, this relatively 
straightforward approach will probably be used only 
rarely, and an alternative must be developed. 

To verify some of the stationary radar-echo patterns 
observed in the two undermined sidewalks, in addition 
to those in Figure 6 for the simulated undermined side
walks, we developed an alternative approach that can be 
described as "echo pattern matching". In this approach, 

Elapsed Time Elapsed Time Elapsed Time 
(ns) (ns) (ns) 

c 0 Pulse c 0 Pulse c 0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1.4 1.4 21 1.5 1.5 21 1.6 1.6 
2.9 2.7 22 3.0 3,0 22 3 .2 3.2 
3.3 3.3 23 4.5 4.5 23 4.7 4.8 
4.3 31 5.8 24 6,3 6.4 
4.7 5,1 24 6.0 6.0 31 7 .6 8.0 
5.1 32 7 .3 25 7 .9 
5.7 25 7.5 8.0 32 9 .1 9,4 
6.1 33 8.8 8.5 33 10,7 10.9 
6.5 6.6 
6.9 
7 .2 
7.6 
8.0 7 .8 

elapsed times that correspond to an assumed void depth 
are estimated for the major reflected pulses shown in 
Figure 8 by using Equation 4. This estimation generates 
a theoretical or expected echo pattern that consists of 
expected elapsed times for the assumed void depth. 
When this is repeated over a range of assumed void 
depths, at practical intervals, the estimates produce a 
set of theoretical echo patterns with which any given 
unknown echo pattern could be compared or matched. 
The corresponding void depth of the theoretical echo 
pattern that best matches the unknown echo pattern 
would, therefore, be the most probable unknown or 
sought-for void depth. 

By using this approach, the radar-echo patterns for 
the four simulated void depths in Figure 6 were compared 
with theoretical echo patterns (see Table 1 ). Except 
for the fact that some of the calculated reflected pulses 
for the two shallow voids were not observed, the agree
ment is extremely good. A more exact calculation of 
the theoretical patterns, including the polarities and 
relative magnitudes of the reflected pulses, would show 
how pulses separated by less than one full pulse width 
of 1.1 ns overlapped and canceled each other, which 
accounts for the absence of some close reflected pulses 
of opposite polarities in the observed echo patterns. 

The good agreement between the observed and theo
retical echo patterns for the simulated sidewalk under
minings indicates that radar subsurface probing can be 
used to reliably determine void depths in these ideal 
cases. To test the reliability of the technique under the 
less ideal situation of a real undermined sidewalk-the 
void geometry of which can often be more complicated 
than the wide trenches used to simulate undermined 
sidewalks-stationary echo patterns were recorded at 
several selected spots along the two study sidewalks. 
Then each echo pattern was matched against a set of 
theoretical or expected patterns corresponding to a 
range of void depths at 1-in (25.4-mm) intervals. 

Figure 9 shows some examples of results obtained 
when radar-determined void depths were compared with 
the measured actual voids or underminings. As the 
figure shows, the radar-determined depths have an 
uncertainty of at least 1 in because it was often difficult 
to exactly match an unknown pattern with a single theo
retical pattern. The overall agreement in these 
examples could be described as fairly good. It must be 
emphasized, however, that there were some unknown 
radar-echo patterns that, although they belong to dif-
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ferent sidewalk spots of almost identical actual void 
depths and would therefore be expected to match each 
other, did not match well. Such discrepancies could 
. have been caused partly by the complicated geometry 
that characterized some of the undermining. It is sus
pected that, since the radar pulses are transmitted in 
a 90° conical shape, a gully with an extremely small 
width-to-depth ratio would probably have an echo pat
tern significantly different from that of a gully of iden-

Figure 10. Simulated 
linear radar scan of a 
segment of sidewalk. 
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Figure 11. Linear radar scan of 
228-ft segment of sidewalk along 
Ponderosa Drive in Fairfax 
County and graph (at top) 
showing undermining 
physically measured after 
concrete slabs were removed. 
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tical depth but with a larger width-to-depth ratio. 
Variations in moisture content and the occasional pres
ence of rocks in the soil base would also affect the 
radar-echo pattern. 

Linear Sidewalk Scan 

It has been shown that the void depth at any spot in an 
undermined sidewalk could be determined from the 
stationary radar-echo pattern observed for that spot. 
In an actual application, however, it may not be neces
sary to determine the exact void depth but only the length 
of sidewalk that is undermined. In such a case, the 
sidewalk can be scanned by pulling the radar trans
ducer over its length while the facsimile chart recorder 
provides a continuous record of the variations in void 
depth as reflected in the echo pattern. This procedure 
is referred to as a linear sidewalk scan. 

In this research, the radar transducer was placed 
over a piece of old concrete sidewalk seated on solid 
ground, and it was possible, simply by gradually raising 
the concrete slab from the ground, to simulate the 
scanning of a sidewalk that has a gradual increase in 
void depth along its length. The recorded pattern 
simulated a linear scan of such a simulated sidewalk. 
A scan obtained from such a simulation, to a maximum 
void depth of approximately 12 in (30 cm), is shown in 
Figure 10. This figure vividly shows that, as expected 
from conclusions drawn in the earlier discussion, the 
echo pattern that corresponds to the presence of any 
void beneath a sidewalk is distinctly characterized by 
more reflected pulses of very high amplitudes than that 
for a solid or nonundermined sidewalk. 

In Figure 11, the linear scan of one of the two selected 
sidewalks is shown superimposed on a graph that repre
sents the actual undermining that had occurred beneath 
the middle portion of the sidewalk. As previously dis
cussed, the radar-echo pattern for solid sidewalk is 
characterized by few and weak reflected pulses. Based 
on this, one could say, from the radar scan, that there 
were two stretches of relatively less undermined side
walk (between benchmarks 7 and 14 and 45 and 54) and 
four shorter stretches between them. It is obvious that 
the agreement with the physically measured undermining 
is extremely good. 

utility lines Note: 1 in"' 2.54 cm; 1 ft "'0.3 m. 
228 feet 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the foregoing discussion it is fairly evident that 
the radar subsurface profiling technique could meet the 
need for improved accuracy in estimating the extent of 
undermining that needs repair. In areas where repairs 
are anticipated, it would be desirable to evaluate side
walks over their full length. Such an evaluation should 
include two scans of each sidewalk at approximately 
the one-third-width points for good coverage. Although 
no such studies have been incorporated in this research, 
it has been established that the radar technique evaluated 
here is capable of evaluating voids under pavements and 
could be useful in the development of undersealing and 
drainage-repair contracts (2 ). 

The conclusions reachedin this paper can be sum
marized as follows: 

1. The characteristic radar-echo pattern for an air
concrete-soil system, or a nonundermined concrete 
sidewalk, is distinctly different from that of an air
concrete-void- soil system, or an undermined sidewalk. 
This is because, in general, more reflected radar 
pulses with high energies are observed with increasing 
void depth. 

2. It is feasible to determine from a radar scan the 
extent of undermining that has occurred beneath a length 
of sidewalk. 

3. If necessary, it is possible to determine the depth 
of voids beneath an undermined sidewalk through echo 
pattern matching. However, because of complications 
in the echo pattern caused by some factors, this may 
sometimes be difficult to achieve. 
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